"To highlight the benefits of simple g g p treatment on valueless ash-rich local sludge into valuable adsorbent for sludge into valuable adsorbent for heavy metals removal"
Outline Outline
Why palm oil mill effluent (POME) sludge? ASA also displays considerable role in the removal of p y lead(II), while copper(II) uptake is surface textural sensitive.
Removal of heavy metals onto ASA may arise from the interaction between metal aqua ions and oxides of ash constituents.
Only small non-stoichiometric-equivalent leached Mg at almost consistent pH was recorded at equilibrium, suggesting that ion exchange is not the removal suggesting that ion-exchange is not the removal mechanism. 
Isotherm model Isotherm model

Conclusion Conclusion
It has been proven that POME sludge can be converted into adsorbents for can be converted into adsorbents for heavy metals removal with comparable performance to that of commercial performance to that of commercial activated carbon.
